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Client Profile 
Vodafone Idea Limited is a leading telecom service provider in India, with 
headquarters in Mumbai and Gandhinagar, offering voice and data services 
across 2G, 3G, and 4G platforms. On September 7, 2020, Vodafone Idea 
unveiled its new brand identity, “Vi,” which involves the integration of the 
company’s separate brands “Vodafone” and “Idea” into one unified brand. 
With a large spectrum portfolio to support the growing demand for voice 
and data, the company is committed to delivering delightful customer 
experiences and contributing toward a truly “Digital India” by enabling 
millions of citizens to connect and build a better tomorrow. 

Industry
Telecom

Footprint
A pan-India integrated GSM operator, Vi has a subscriber base of 
269.03 million as of October 31, 2021, making it the third-largest mobile 
telecommunications network in India and the eleventh-largest mobile 
telecommunications network in the world. Vi owns spectrum in 900 MHz, 
1,800 MHz, 2,100 MHz, 2,300 MHz, and 2,500 MHz bands across the 
country.
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Business Challenges

A customer’s willingness to promote a brand strongly 
correlates with customer satisfaction and loyalty, which in turn 
affects a company’s growth and profitability. Hence, the best 
way for businesses to measure the likelihood of a customer 
promoting their business is through their Net Promoter Score 
(NPS). The higher the score, the more satisfied customers 
are with a product or service, and the more likely they are to 
recommend a business.
One of the most-used types of NPS is Transactional or 
Touchpoint NPS (TNPS), which surveys customers following 
an interaction with the brand in their customer journey, such 
as purchase, customer service call, visit to the company’s 
store, etc. With granular insight into the customer experience, 
companies can quickly address pain points along the customer 
journey and get immediate feedback on whether a customer 
switches between being a Promoter, Passive, or Detractor.
Vi initiated its TNPS initiative in December 2020, with 
customers rating their voice and data service experience 
across all touchpoints, including Vodafone Idea Store, contact 
center, wireless communication, email, and applet. 

Service Satisfaction  
(ASAT – Agent Satisfaction)

Response/Resolution Speed 
(FTF – First Time Fix)

If they were to recommend to others  
(LTR – Likelihood to Recommend)

While TNPS helps Vi build a customer focus on how the 
company works, the challenge revolved around optimizing the 
customers’ path toward the survey itself. This meant quickly 
resolving issues to increase TNPS significantly. More than 
survey score chasing, the critical factor in embedding this 
approach was process efficiency.

With TNPS calculation starting at -100, the goal was to receive 
positive customer feedback on the following key performance 
indicators (KPIs):
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Solutions Delivered

Before solution deployment, customers received their 
resolutions as a response on social media. At times, this was 
difficult for them to either accept or understand. Certain critical 
information couldn’t be shared on social media since it’s a 
public domain.
To address this issue, Teleperformance India, Vi’s customer 
experience management partner, introduced a calling facility 
to target dissatisfied customers on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, 
and Instagram. For example, if a customer were to complain 
and rant on social media, demanding a refund for a service 
they have already used, an agent would get on a call with that 
customer to explain why a refund is no longer possible. Without 
the calling feature, the agent would only have a chat option, 
which would then limit the agent’s ability to go into much 
greater detail about the particulars of the situation, leading to 
further customer dissatisfaction and lower TNPS. The brand 
image might also be severely impacted by customer tirades, 
especially if left unchecked. 

Operational Overview

Vi and Teleperformance India have been working 
together to achieve exceptional TNPS:

 ⸳ The pilot project started in February 2021 with 
five agents, extending to the entire account in 
May of the same year.

 ⸳ Telecom queries, complaints, and requests 
(recharge, VAS, service requests, activation, 
deactivation, IR services, etc.) are addressed 
in real time through a calling facility.

 ⸳ Agents deliver services in English and Hindi.
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With the calling facility, agents can engage customers in real time, discuss their issues, resolve 
them, and close the loop, keeping the brand’s image on social media intact. When it comes to 
service denials, calls are the easiest way to convince customers without impacting the customer 
experience, which later helps yield better customer ratings on surveys.

The Journey

Customer lands 
on social media.

Agent goes through 
the chat history and 

understands the problem.

Agent gets on a call with the 
customer based on customer 

availability and resolves the issue/s.

Agent tags the interaction in CRM, 
and the survey gets triggered via 

SMS to the customer.
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Achieving Brand Success and Exceptional CX

Although the pilot activity started with only five agents in February 2021, positive 
results were immediately generated, leading to the involvement of the entire 
account in May of the same year. Further, customers were very much appreciative of 
having been called and having their issues resolved in real time, resulting in higher 
TNPS and messages of appreciation on social media, directly impacting brand image.

The positive outcomes from an optimized TNPS process indicate Vi’s brand success and exceptional customer 
experience, which even translated into a Best Customer Service award in March 2022.

Performance measurements before and after the implementation of the calling facility:

Feb. '21 LTR Score ASAT Score FTF Score ASAT Promoter ASAT Passive ASAT Detractor Response Count

W-4 -58 -53 31 25 4 87 116

Feb. '22 LTR Score ASAT Score FTF Score ASAT Promoter ASAT Passive ASAT Detractor Response Count

W-4 5 26 53 11 2 6 19
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A Rewarding Partnership at the Core of Vi’s TNPS

In a hyper-competitive business landscape, companies can 
differentiate themselves by offering exceptional customer experience 
at every touchpoint. That’s why it is crucial to have an immediate 
understanding of how interactions have played out and if they have 
affected customers’ satisfaction and their likelihood of promoting the 
business. Successfully closing the feedback loop, therefore, means 
establishing operational processes that meet customers’ needs 
efficiently and without delay.
At Teleperformance, our people are leading the way for great 
customer experience. In fact, TNPS is one of the Rewards and Penalty 
(RNP) metrics we set out to achieve each month. RNP is primarily 
a yield of call center performance that allows the client to figure 
out how well the call center is performing as per the Service-Level 
Agreement (SLA). This means that if we achieve or exceed the KPI 
parameters, including the TNPS, the client, such as Vi, would have to 
reward the company. On the other hand, if we can’t meet the set KPI 
parameters, we must pay Vi the prescribed penalty. 
As we remain committed to fostering customer satisfaction, including 
trust and loyalty, our TNPS program, anchored on the calling facility, 
continues to hit Vi’s targets, driving rewards and presenting us with 
the opportunity to expand our scope of work.
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